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About This Game

No1Left is a hardcore multiplayer sandbox survival RPG with a top-down camera view.

The game aims to be a hardcore survival RPG which is very challenging to play.
You randomly start one of the five characters and your goal is to spend your talent points as best as possible.

Zombies can take you down fast and bad decisions can result in certain death and loss of your character.
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Title: No1Left
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Skarond
Publisher:
Skarond
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP 64

Processor: Intel Dual-Core E5700 or equivalent AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6870 or equivalent NVIDIA

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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no1 left unsaid lyrics

So far terrible! I purchased the game did not expect much for 5.00 but there is no volume in the game all other files have
volume, turned up volume in setting and on computer. Tried to play game without volume and now it says I have no lives?\/ ?
Do not waste your time or money. Steam support refers me to raylight games I emailed them and no response!. A simple puzzle
game, very cool concept. Would be better if we could complete previous levels and improve on our times.. Cool game.. They
made such an hated type of a game so Funny and Interesting for me :D. Charging money for this stuff is sad.. I don't know what
all the fuss about this being a bad port is about, but I have had no problems whatsoever with the game. I tried running it at 30
and 60 fps lock without problems, the only thing that is noticeable is a slight stutter when going through some of the different
zones of the game but it not game-breaking so I don't even consider this as a problem.
If you enjoy this kind of games you should totally buy it, and playing it after a long time I had my eyes on it didn't leave me
unsatisfied, the game is actually very fun.

If you are worried you might run into some of the problems the other reviews mention, you could always try out the game on
your machine and then ask for a refund if you're not happy with it.. I was super hyped for this game.

the game is still in development so do expect to run by a few bugs here and there

but the creator is so helpful and works extra hard to gather all the info and fix it as soon as possible that I don't really worry - I
know this is a temporary problem and a matter of time before it will be ready.

MY RATING :

graphic 10/10

music and sound 10/10

gameplay - It would be helpful to have a working tutorial before you start playing...

a̶l̶s̶o̶ f̶o̶u̶n̶d̶ ̶a̶ ̶b̶u̶g̶ ̶-̶ ̶v̶i̶l̶l̶a̶g̶e̶r̶s̶ ̶o̶n̶ ̶i̶d̶l̶e̶ ̶a̶n̶d̶ ̶r̶e̶f̶u̶s̶e̶ ̶t̶o̶ ̶w̶o̶r̶k̶/̶b̶u̶i̶l̶d̶.̶.̶.̶.̶ ̶s̶o̶ ̶f̶o̶r̶ ̶n̶o̶w̶ ̶5̶/̶1̶0̶
EDIT - MOST OF THE BUGS REPORTED ARE GONE
GREAT WORK !

gameplay - 10/10

GREAT GAME (:

waiting for more future updates.
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This was a nice Kinectic Novel about the relationship between two persons with social problems.
The characters were cute and adorable, the romance nice and it seemed realistic.
Would buy it again, 9.5\/10. Te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ally unsensored version of the game because now the game is
rated

ARRRRRRRRRRRR!!!!!!

Hahaha :^) I'm going to go cry myself to sleep now.

. Pretty fun. I can't tell if my pc can't run this game or it's not optimized well.

Edit: Never mind. Runs fine. Really fun!

Edit: Seems to lag on the biggest map, but that is to be expected.

Edit: Genius developer, has bots! Most games it takes like a month after release for that. Also on launch it won't most likely be
popular so it would be borring without bots.

Edit: I like the mute button for when I am JAMMIN' OUT but I don't want to lower all the settings and then forget what they are
on so then my game is to loud or to quiet. Such a simple thing but it serves such a good purpose for when you want to listen to
music.. Far from as "relaxing" and "casual" as the game makes itself out to be, this title is unfortunately nowhere near as
enjoyable as it should or even could be. While the basic idea is quite unique, the game, sadly, wastes it entirely on a much more
"self-competetive" approach than a game with the word "Zen" in the name should have, considering that every time you play it,
you'll be plagued by "colour X% of figure with less than X length of rope to win!", and even further ruining its self-proclaimed
status as "Zen" by collecting high-scores from it as well! 2.6/10. Really great game! Love that the jumping funktion and the big
maps are in the game again!
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